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…WE HOPE IT’S LOTS OF
FURNISHING FUN!
“Forty years to the day after we founded KARE in Munich
we’re delighted to present our latest furnishing inspirations in this
birthday edition of our annual magazine. It’s bursting with furniture
that inspires and accessories that delight. And, of course all the fun
of furnishing, with sustainability not forgotten either!”

ürgen Reiter
Peter Schönhofen & J
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IN STYLE
THE LIVING ROOM IS THE HEART OF EVERY HOME.
IT'S WHERE YOU SPEND RELAXING HOURS ALONE OR GET TOGETHER
WITH FAMILY, FRIENDS AND GUESTS FOR STIMULATING CONVERSATIONS.
DEMONSTRATE YOUR SENSE OF STYLE AND TURN YOUR LIVING ROOM INTO
A SPECIAL SPACE THAT INSPIRES AND INVITES PEOPLE TO FEEL GOOD!

Sofa INFINITY, cream coloured with easy-clean cover, 70 x 306 x 182 cm | 85494 |
Coffee table NOBLESSE, Design by Morten Georgsen, 42 x 140 x 76 cm | 85188 |
Shelf unit CAMPS BAY, in a high-quality material mix of solid oak and stainless
steel refined with brass, 200 x 150 x 35 cm | 83082 |
Carpet COSTA, made of viscose, 170 x 240 cm | 52273 |
Deco figure KOMODO DRAGON, 167 cm | 53033 |
Glass picture FEARLESS, 100 x 100 cm | 53078 |
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Sofa PROUD, this beautiful three-seater is particularly
comfortable thanks to its extraordinary depth and the firm backrest,
81 x 214 x 86 cm | 83469 |
Coffee table LUIGI, a showpiece with endless possibilities!
Luigi consists of four glass cubes which together form a large coffee
table - but can also be arranged individually or in pairs,
43 x 100 x 100 cm | 83104 |
Standard lamp GEOMETRY, a strikingly large, classic black
arc lamp in an industrial design, variable in height and depth,
220 x 225 x 60 cm | 52468 |
Carpet GLORIOUS, sewn in a modern pixel look
from many small pieces of hide - a beautiful focal point
for the living room, 170 x 240 cm | 52013 |
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SCAN ME!
for more
Livingroom
Inspiration

Sofa DSCHINN, this sophisticated sofa with a Midcentury touch
comfortably seats three people, 85 x 233 x124 cm | 86141 |

Armchair PORTO PINO, with sumptuous
upholstery and a lavishly crafted cover cosy to sink into, 102 x 88 x 72 cm | 85599 |

Armchair COSY, keeps its promise an really comfortable favourite place,
84 x 81 x 83 cm | 85528 |

Sofa PROUD, a soft upholstered velvet sofa
in dark green with flexible back cushions, 81 x 214 x 86 cm | 85227 |

Coffee table LAYERED, the oval table top is
made of genuine white marble, the round
plate of wood, 45 x 128 x 55 cm | 85796 |

Armchair WATER LILY, visually a treat,
in practice a favourite seat,
78 x 85 x 78 cm | 85704 |

Coffee table BEVERLY, a design with
grandeur, starting with the unusual base
and extending to the adjustable tops in the
natural stone look, 43 x 133 x 80 cm | 85504 |
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Evis Kodra
KARE ALBANIA

"The NIGHT FEVER sofa
exudes pure glamour - it would
also look right in a cocktail bar
in New York, in a classy hotel lounge
in Dubai or even catch everyone's
eye in the living room at home. And
there's a matching armchair
to round off the look!"

Sofa NIGHT FEVER, everyone loves the curves
of this spectacular, eye-catching sofa.
Glamorous violet, a velvety cover and the
brass-coloured, delicate legs make Night Fever
a VIP among sofas,
83 x 232 x 104 cm | 84626 |

Side table COMB, honeycomb-shaped all-round table with
glass top, also available in silver, 55 x 55 x 48 cm | 85029 |
Vase ZEBRA, for a design safari in the living room,
32 x 22 x 22 cm | 61281 |
Deco jar ZEBRA, in trendy orange with
golden highlights, 19 x 21 x 21 cm | 61284 |
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Armchair SANDWICH, its continuous,
semi-circular arm and backrest makes it
super cosy, 74 x 65 x 64 cm | 85845 |

Armchair WATER LILY, a real styling talent:
pink, gold and rounded shapes ensure a
harmonious ambience,
78 x 85 x 78 cm | 85080 |

Armchair GOLDFINGER, a fluffy statement
piece in the Seventies style,
85 x 89 x 80 cm | 85995 |

Armchair PORTRAIT, classic shape with
button stitching meets modern art,
103 x 81 x 74 cm | 85741 |

Coffee table LASER, a shiny gold coffee
table made of polished stainless steel with
an artistic frame and a glass top,
60 x 120 x 45 cm | 85363 |

Armchair EYEBALL, retro style deluxe in
brass with cream-coloured, easy-care covers
inside, 138 x 90 x 88 cm | 85299 |

Armchair PERUGIA, looks luxurious thanks
to the organic silhouette and the elaborate
pleating of the soft cover,
75 x 79 x 75 cm | 82706 |

Coffee table HIPPO, a witty eye-catcher
in the shape of a golden hippo,
80 x 80 x 32 cm | 86187 |

Sofa PERUGIA, an elegant velvet sofa in the
style of the Twenties with superb comfort and yet
slender dimensions, 65 x 195 x 119 cm | 82707 |
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Sofa METROPOL, an extra wide velvet sofa with arm and backrests at the same level
in the classic Chesterfield style - handmade! 74 x 238 x 117 cm | 85083 |
Coffee table CRISTALLO, square coffee table with geometric frame in diamond shape, 45 x 80 x 80 cm | 85030 |
Side table CRISTALLO, with chrome-coloured frame and glass tops, unbeatable as a team, 55 x 50 x 50 cm | 85031 |
Standard lamp SCALA BALLS, simple, elegant and yet an attention-getter - also available as a pendant lamp, 171 x 29 x 29 cm | 52510 |
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Lounger BOTTONE, wide, grey lounger in the Chesterfield style, upholstered and with a velvety cover, including
head roll and extra cushions - a casual
alternative to a sofa, because we
prefer to put our feet up while
binge-watching a series,
81 x 194 x 137 cm | 84983 |
Picture BEAUTY LADY, in the Art Déco
style: a large, portrait-format picture
behind glass with the bewitching
image of a beauty,
150 x 120 cm | 51871 |
Standard lamp SALOTTO, a designer
lamp with that certain extra a reading lamp and mood lighting in
one, thanks to the adjustable shade,
158 x 75 x 35 cm | 52463 |
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2
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ESG GLAS
All KARE items with glass
surfaces are made of special
safety glass. This means that the
surface is more impact and shock
resistant due to heat treatment,
and if it does break, it breaks into
small blunt-edged fragments that
minimise the risk of injury.

1. Coffee table KEY WEST, 40 x 120 x 60 cm | 85871 |
2. Coffee table JUPITER, 45 x ø 100 cm | 85782 |
3. Coffee table TWISTED, 41 x 75 x 75 cm | 85793 |
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LEATHER
A beautiful, genuine leather sofa
is an investment for life - with
good care it will be hard-wearing,
becoming more and more
attractive over the years.

Sofa CUBedO, an extremely comfortable room mate
in a cube shape , 67 x 220 x 110 cm | 83954 |
Coffee table COLLECTOR, the display compartment with
letter case keeps all your treasures ready to hand, 45 x 122 x 55 cm | 84107 |
Cupboard ART FACTORY, cool but sensuous. Casual but useful these contrasts are appreciated by loft lovers , 133 x 77 x 32 cm | 84106 |
Armchair COPACABANA, a folding armchair for indoors
and outdoors, 73 x 78 x 60 cm | 84123 |
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Armchair CIGAR LOUNGE, the club armchair
in high-quality leather with a vintage touch
and attractive decorative seams really
embraces its owner, 70 x 72 x 83 cm | 76948 |

Sofa CUBedO, an inviting classic in a fine
vintage look and brown top-grain cowhide
leather with wide armrests,
67 x 220 x 110 cm | 82019 |

Coffee table ROOTS, a root-shaped teak
frame with glass top, each piece unique,
45 x Ø 100 cm | 81842 |

Armchair CORNWALL, an incredibly laidback armchair with belt suspension and
canvas cover in the stonewashed look,
78 x 72 x 75 cm | 83117 |

Sofa DISCOVERY, perfect also for smallish rooms: a cosy seat combined with not overly wide
dimensions. What more could you want? 70 x 222 x 102 cm | 85473 |

Sofa MALIBU, a brown, high-quality leather sofa with fine quilting,
elegant and uncomplicated at the same time, 67 x 226 x 110 cm | 80939 |

Coffee table ASPEN, the hairpin legs stand in
harmonious contrast to the rustically shaped
table top made of solid wood,
40 x 100 x 60 cm | 85297 |
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SIDE TABLES FOR EVERY OCCASION

STAND BY ME
1

clockwise from top left:
Side table ICE, 50 x 40 x 40 cm | 81143 |
Side table BEAM, 35 x 43 x 43 cm | 83737 |
Side table TRUNK, 52 x 55 x 48 cm | 84121 |
Side table WIRE, 2er Set, 46 x 45 x 45 cm | 83457 |
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1. Side table ANIMAL TIGER, 53 x 35 x 37 cm | 78892 |
2. Side table COLLECTOR, 55 x 55 x 55 cm | 83460 |
3. Side table ASPEN SCHWARZ, 50 x 50 x 50 cm | 85269 |
4. Side table ASPEN NATUR, 50 x 50 x 50 cm | 85295 |
5. Side table RAY SQUARE, Set of 3, 58 x 48 x 48 cm | 84788 |

6. Side table SINJA, 58 x 51 x 33 cm | 85804 |
7. Side table BENNET, 45 x 39 x 39 cm | 85799 |
8. Side table ROMAN, 42 x Ø 76 cm | 86185 |
9. Side table CHARME, 42 x Ø 50 cm | 84864 |

SCAN ME!
to discover
more
Sidetables
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IDEAL FOR CORNERS

SO FA
DR EAMS
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Armchair COSY, swivel armchair offering great seating comfort
thanks to its high-quality upholstery, a generous seat and
harmonious curves, 84 x 81 x 83 cm | 85528 |
Sideboard CRACKED, with engraved decorations in gold on
the doors and surface and ample storage space inside,
80 x 165 x 46 cm | 85707 |
Sofa AMALFI, a delightful two-seater covered in a pleasant
woven fabric, with further seating space on the ottoman, which
invites you to relax and harmonises with any style of furnishing,
whether classic, Scandinavian or timelessly modern,
83 x 275 x 159 cm | 85538 |
Mirror SHAPE, a decorative gem in organic shape,
110 x 120 cm | 85575 |
Mirror CURVE, round mirror with a brass-coloured frame,
ø 80 cm | 85707 |
Pendant lamp BEAM, a special eye-catcher that lights
up the whole room, ø 72 cm | 60121 |
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Sofa GIANNI DOLCE, the popular
corner sofa in an agreeable textured
fabric, other colours available,
88 x 290 x 167 cm | 85978 |

Sofa GIANNI, clean-lined, modern,
cool and with an extra portion
of style. This model from our
Gianni sofa collection has a soft
corduroy cover,
88 x 290 x 167 cm | 85985 |
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Sofa INFINITY, a smart crossover of reduced chic, lounge style and casual elegance. The ottoman also makes this couch
extremely versatile. It can be used as an extension of the seating area or free-standing in the room as an additional seat
or coffee table, 70 x 306 x 182 cm | 81323 | Coffee table ASPEN, a natural talent of rustic wood on steel hairpin legs,
each piece is unique, 40 x 106 x 40 cm | 83493 | Cushion WILD LIFE, the finest ethnic look, handmade from cotton,
30 x 50 cm | 52073 | Cushion ETHNO EYE, a small work of art with elaborate details, 36 x 54 cm | 52040 |
Mirror LEGNO, inspired by nature, ideal for the maritime style and light interiors, Ø 82 x 6 cm | 83248 |

Karin Cawthorne
KARE JOHANNESBURG

Sofa PALERMO, from the KARE x Studio Divani design
cooperation, a guarantee for high-quality sofas. Available in many
versions, shown here as a large corner combination with luxurious
dimensions for cosy evenings, 91 x 345 x 345 cm | 25044 |
Coffee table ICE, with an unusual top made of thick, clear glass handcrafted, 46 x 63 x 46 cm | 85732 |

"A corner sofa is a popular
classic, and with good
reason. It looks particularly
great as the focal point
of the living room when
it stands in the middle
of the room instead of
against the wall. The allround upholstery makes
it possible and this often
provides completely new
perspectives - try it out!"
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FABRICS
Velvet sofas are
popular because they
look classy and are
cosy and soft at the same
time thanks to their high
pile. Light smudges are
easy to clean with
a brush - another
advantage for
this comfortable
favourite seat!

Sofa FERRARA, a modern corner sofa with ottoman in a warm curry shade,
with lightly structured, pleasantly soft woven fabric, all cushions included,
84 x 296 x 175 cm | 85539 |
Picture BALLOONS, a fantastic work of art with a slight 3D effect, as well
as artistic framing in a mix of materials, also available in smaller sizes,
260 x 160 cm | 52979 |
Coffee table ROMA, set of two differently shaped tables
with black marble tops, 50 x 80 x 80 cm | 85812 |
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Carpet ZIGZAG, a rectangular hide rug in black and white patchwork,
high-quality manual craftsmanship, 170 x 240 cm | 53021 |
Pendant lamp TRAPEZ, in XL format with white spherical globes that
provide indirect light, 280 x 64 x 64 cm | 52472 |

top:
Sofa INFINITY DOLCE, the popular classic, here with a
hard-wearing cover in beautiful olive green, other colours
and combinations available,
70 x 306 x 182 cm | 86043 |
Coffee table CESTA, with a golden wire frame and 6mm
thick safety glass top, 47 x Ø 105 cm | 82785 |
Picture LOVERS, work of art in a trendy mix of materials
with classic frame, 150 x 266 cm | 52975 |

bottom:
Sofa BELAMI, combines generous seating with a chaise
longue for superb comfort The spicy colour of curry visually
radiates warmth, while the cube-shaped upholstery makes
this couch a design highlight, 70 x 265 x 210 cm | 85498 |
Coffee table KEY WEST, features quiet luxury and promises
visual lightness even in smallish rooms, made of brass and
mineral marble, 40 x 120 x 60 cm | 83973 |
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Sofa CHIARA, elements that can be combined
in a variety of ways for an infinite number of sofa
variations. This combination features a 3-seater
with ottoman and central stool element,
e.g. 86041 & 86033, 69 x 270 x 156 cm |
Picture FLAMINGOS, hand-painted statement
painting in XXL size, 180 x 180 cm | 51470 |
Sideboard APIANO, an exciting contrast
between dark wood, black steel and luxurious
marble, 76 x 150 x 45 cm | 84541 |
Coffee tablee WIRE, with glamorous flair:
set of two gleaming, copper-coloured
side tables with reflecting top,
34 x 70 x 70 cm | 80198 |
Carpet GRANO, viscose rug in
shimmering olive green,170 x 240 cm | 52274 |
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Chloe Olumide
KARE NIGERIA

"We love sofas made up of
different elements!
It's easy to put together
the perfect sofa to suit the
room and your needs.
The wildest combinations
are possible here!
And when you move or
the family gets bigger,
thanks to new elements
the sofa will happily
grow with you!"
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GOO D FO R TH E
H OM E C I N EM A .
G O O D FO R T HE
ENVIR ONMENT.

Sofa Amalfi OCEAN, Who would have thought it?
The upholstery fabric of this sofa consists of 90% recycled PET
bottles. That's over 700 used bottles per corner sofa! However,
the sofa doesn't just stand out for its sustainability: the fabric is
incredibly soft and invites you to spend many cosy hours here.
For a smaller ecological footprint and uncompromising wellbeing. Real furnishing ingenuity! | 86281 |

PLASSTTIICC

FANTA
x 70 = 700 PET bottles
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New quality
for the home.

Leather for life

Sustainability endures

Wood with certified origin

A beautiful, genuine leather sofa is an

Carpenters often work for many days on a

Every manufacturer must provide us with

investment for life - with good care it will be

sideboard made of recycled wood or new solid

up-to-date, state-recognised certificates

hard-wearing, becoming more and more

wood. Furniture consists not only of natural

on the legal and ecologically compatible

attractive over the years. Genuine leather is

products such as wood, which are worthy of

procurement and origin of wood and other

naturally abrasion-resistant, hard-wearing

protection, but also of centuries of craftsman-

natural materials. KARE’s wood products

and tear-resistant. Especially compared

ship. That's why we offer you furniture that will

come exclusively from certified forestry.

to cheap leather alternatives, high-quality

accompany you as a loyal companion for many

This creates trust and makes a valuable

genuine leather is more environmentally

years. After all, this is also how we all make a

contribution to the future of all of us.

friendly to produce.

contribution to sustainable action.

Quality put to the test

To a long friendship

Feel-good furnishings

KARE stands for creativity full of passion.

We love trends and boundless inspiration!

Valuable and natural materials such as

And yet it is bureaucracy that ensures the

That's why we have furniture, lighting and

real wood, marble, cotton, wool and linen

careful handling of nature and its fascinating

decoration for every taste and style.

are increasingly becoming components of

materials. Our Quality Management

After all, furnishing should be fun. But in

our collections. This is because they convey a

department takes a keen look at every

our eyes, pieces of furniture are not throw-

wonderful interior feeling with their colours,

product in accordance with strict EU

away items. KARE CEO Peter Schönhofen:

their feel and their stories, don't pollute our

regulations. In this way our team ensures

"They are part of our home, perhaps even

environment and flow back into the material

that with our wood procurement we make

part of the family, and they represent values

cycle through recycling. In this way we

a contribution to the preservation of nature.

which we want to preserve."

also take responsibility for the careful use

Paints, lacquers and coatings, for example,

of resources.

are also strictly regulated.
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ROOM FOR TWO

LOVESEATS
SCAN ME!
for more
Loveseats

Sofa RIMINI, space-saving
seating as if from the lobby
of a grand hotel ,
76 x 169 x 86 cm | 83318 |

To make an empty corner cosy, or as a seat
in the bedroom, in a smallish living room or just for fun two-seaters have everything that a large sofa also offers
and guarantee cosy hours alone or together.
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1. Sofa CORNWALL, 81 x 180 x 85 cm | 83119 |
2. Sofa NEO TOBACCO, 86 x 215 x 90 cm | 84423 |
3. Sofa SHIRLY, 84 x 166 x 87 cm | 85988 |
4. Recamiere DESIRE, 82 x 200 x 85 cm | 81042 |
5. Sofa LOOK, 77 x 178 x 90 cm | 83448 |
6. Sofa CELEBRATE, 68 x 154 x 87 cm | 84213 |
7. Sofa LULLABY, 70 x 222 x 102 cm | 83685 |
8. Sofa WATER LILY, 76 x 132 x 75 cm | 85698 |
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MONO
CHROME

GL AM

The monochrome trend,
i.e. a look consisting of only one colour or
its shades, has conquered the interior world.
And we don't find it at all drab!
Sideboard CREDENZA, a masterpiece
among storage furniture: the handcrafted front is like a graphic work of
art , 80 x 150 x 40 cm | 85387 |
Armchair GARDA, round shapes
and a black and white patterned
cover make it an eye-catcher,
81 x 80 x 80 | 86009 |
Vases BRILLAR, different sizes
and shapes available
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MONOCHROME
When colour takes
a back seat, patterns
and materials are allowed
to show off: a material mix
of smooth surfaces and
cosy seating combined with
non-slip textured fabrics
and accessories made
of ceramics and glass
create an atmospheric
overall picture.

Console table GLORIA, a statement piece with a sculptural base in matt black, 81 x 140 x 45 cm | 85940 |
Armchair GARDA, round shapes and a black and white patterned cover
make it an eye-catcher, 81 x 80 x 80 cm | 86009 |
Mirror SPROCKET, spectacular, angular wall mirror in large format that reinterprets
the popular shape of the sun mirror, 120 x 83 x 3 cm | 85578 |
Vases CABEZA, different sizes and shapes available

SCAN ME!
for more
Monochrome
Glam
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Shelf unit LOFT, a black steel unit with
anthracite-coloured glass shelves, 100 x 115 x 30 cm | 84125 |
Mirror PIECES, the abstract design adds
artistic flair to any room , ø 100 cm | 85902 |
Table GLORIA, a large glass table with decoratively curved black
steel legs for up to eight people A real showpiece for the dining
room, bringing luxurious flair to the home In spite of its size it
looks fine and elegant in its surroundings ,
75 x 100 x 200 cm | 85731 |
Chair WIRE, black from the backrest to the legs,
plus the modern, distinctive lines - this is what makes
this chair so irresistible, 83 x 48 x 54 cm | 82744 |
Pendant lamp SCALA, with a black frame and 14 round
illuminated glass shades, 138 x 155 x 28 cm | 52511 |
Mirror GÖTEBORG, the designer mirror with its sturdy
steel frame blends easily into any style of furnishing
and comes in various sizes | 80908 , 80809 |
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Recamiere WONDER, a perfectly shaped all-rounder with its bouclé cover
cuts a fine figure as a daybed or sofa, 87 x 252 x 108 cm | 85997 |

BOUCLÉ
Bouclé is an upholstery
fabric that has long
been a classic in fashion,
and also looks great in
interiors with sofas
and armchairs.
Like its fashionable
role model, it also
creates casual elegance
in the home.

top:
Deco figure CHEETAH, an impressive sculpture
with a seated cheetah on a glamorous base.
Large enough to grace your rooms as a floor sculpture,
too, 54 x 30 x 26 cm | 53004 |
left:
Shelf unit LOFT, why not show what you've got? Open
shelves make rooms more homelike! Half-height black steel
unit with anthracite-coloured glass shelves - the casual
alternative to sideboards and console table,
100 x 115 x 30 cm | 84125 |
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WILD ABOUT
DESIGN
FOR 40 YEARS
Celebrate our birthday and
lots of great offers with us!
In our shops or online.

Scan me
for more!
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COLLECTION DESIGNED BY ANDREAS WEBER

CESARO

Sideboard CESARO, with premium
details created by furniture designer
Andreas Weber exclusively for KARE.
The lacquered fronts and side panels
are crafted from fine ash wood veneer,
76 x 160 x 38 cm | 85858 |

Modern elegance in a skilful mix of materials:
Cesaro combines surfaces in patterned mineral marble
with fronts in fine ash veneer. Geometric feet and brass-coloured
handles give the series star quality.
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top:
Bookend GORILLA, set of 2 golden
primates, 32 x 21 x 20 cm | 51901 |
bottom:
Deco figure BANANA LEAF, this cute little
monkey always has room for odds and ends,
22 x 24 x 14 cm | 52913 |

ASH

top:
Lowboard CESARO, the TV board has
a strikingly beautiful top made of
ceramics in earth tones. The handles
and frames are finished with brass,
50 x 160 x 48 cm | 85859 |
Picture FLAMINGO, handpainted
with acrylics, 180 x 180 cm | 51470 |
Deco object BedA, handcrafted, each
one is unique,
37 x 34 x 14 cm | 68023 |

The lacquered fronts and
side panels of the CESARO series
are made of fine ash veneer.
Ash is a light-coloured wood
with an attractive marbled grain.
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Table CESARO, a dining table for 6-8 people made of high-quality materials:
geometric frame in brass-plated stainless steel and table top with solid wood
veneer in ash wood, 77 x 100 x 200 cm | 85860 |
Chair CHELSEA, with or without armrests, the sumptuous upholstery invites you
to stay seated for longer, 91 x 50 x 60 cm | 85768 | 90 x 65 x 60 cm | 85770 |
Picture BALLOONS, also available in smaller sizes, 260 x 160 cm | 52979 |
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Pendant lamp FIRESTARTER, in a stylish brass look
with a cool industrial finish and chain suspension,
24 x 100 x 24 cm | 67576 |
Carpet COSTA, made of viscose and cotton with
a graphic tone-on-tone pattern, 170 x 240 cm | 52273 |

Shelf unit CESARO, the individual
shelves are a minor work of art.
Partly made of fine ash wood veneer,
partly of ceramics in earth tones,
170 x 90 x 30 cm | 85861 |

DESIGNER
COOPERATION
ANDREAS WEBER
Andreas Weber has already
received a number of awards
for his product design.
His style is emphatically
straightforward and striking. His furniture consists of
stand-alone pieces that are as
beautiful and special as gems.

SCAN ME!
for more
Cesaro
Inspiration
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APPETIT
THE DINING AREA HAS MANY ROLES, IT NEEDS TO BE A COSY PLACE FOR MEALS,
BUT ALSO AN INVITING PLACE FOR GUESTS. WE LOVE TO DESIGN PIECES OF
FURNITURE THAT MAKE YOU FEEL GOOD AND ARE SPECTACULAR AND COSY
AT THE SAME TIME. FOOD SIMPLY TASTES BETTER THIS WAY!
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Table MOLEKULAR, a visual highlight
for the dining area with dark tinted
glass top and black base,
76 x ø 120 cm | 85673 |
Chair KIRA, upholstered chair with
comfortable armrests, soft cover
in a velvet look and elaborate quilting,
82 x 58 x 61 cm | 85531 |
Pendant lamp TALEA, Asymmetry
inbalance: the extraordinary
pendant lamp seems to defy
the laws of physics,
81 x 150 x 20 cm | 53198 |
Carpet COZY, in a delicate shade
of cream,made of viscose and cotton,
170 x 240 cm | 52777 |
Clock CLIP, ø 107 cm | 60974 |
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Table SOUTH BEACH, rectangular
dining table with a marble-look top,
black steel frame and brass-coloured
sleeves on the feet. As beautiful as
marble and yet practical, because the
glass top is resistant to stains,
75 x 180 x 90 cm | 84544 |
Chair HUDSON, the skilful mix of
form, colour and material makes this
armchair a special piece of seating
furniture. Its black lacquered legs with
gold sleeves form a charming contrast
to its textile covers and the smartly
tailored backrest. Available in different
colours, 84 x 49 x 54 cm | 80003-6 |
Pendant lamp TRAPEZ,
64 x 280 x 64 cm cm | 52472 |
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SCAN ME!
for more
Dining Room Inspiration

Table GRANDE POSSIBILITA, great possibilities at the oval glass table
with a tulip base in brushed aluminium, 75 x 120 x 180 cm | 71602 |
Chair KIM, Upholstered chair with comfortable armrests,
soft velvet-look cover and elaborate quilting , 82 x 58 x 62 cm | 85532 |
Pendant lamp LANTERN, the modern alternative to the chandelier,
120 x 68 x 68 cm | 52781 |
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Table OSAKA, an elegant dining table on brass-coloured runners, for dinners with up to six people, 76 x 180 x 90 cm | 83879 |
Pendant lamp FIRESTARTER, the modern version of the classic chandelier, 100 x 24 cm | 67576 |
Chair URBAN DESIRE, as decorative as a cocktail armchair, glamorous and witty with a button-stitched back, 90 x 52 x 60 cm | 83843 |

Table VOLCANO, a round glass table like a piece of modern art, 76 x ø 120 cm | 85699 |
Chair LUDWIG, filigree elegance in the Midcentury look, 76 x 47 x 48 cm | 85824 |
Table DURAN, a strong appearance in spite of its compact dimensions: the top is veneered with walnut, the feet have gold-coloured sleeves, 76 x 160 x 80 cm | 80082 |
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Table PARADISE, in the casual urban loft look thanks to its forged, rough iron feet - the naturally grained wood radiates warmth , 76 x 200 x 90 cm | 84301 |
Chair GRID, iconic steel furniture design, with a comfortable cushion, 86 x 48 x 54 cm | 83113 | Chair WIRE, modern and reduced, with an upholstered seat,
86 x 41 x 58 cm | 82744 | Shelf unit LOFT, with its simple form it invites you to make decorative arrangements, 195 x 115 x 30 cm | 84124 |

Chair CHEERIO, an exciting material mix of leather look and woven fabric, including a small cushion, 75 x 55 x 52 cm | 83078 |
Table PHOENIX, perfect proportions make it the focal point for the family, while oiled oak wood and matt black steel feet give it an industrial touch,
77 x 220 x 100 cm | 83549 | Chair MONACO, the warm shade of nougat and the curved seat shell in retro style stylishly complement any interior,
72 x 58 x 47 cm | 81837 |
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MADE FOR YOU

ONE OF A KIND

Table PURO PLAIN,
handmade from solid
mango wood with decorative
carvings, for 4-6 persons,
available in different sizes,
76 x 160 x 80 cm | 81937 |
Bench PURO, also practical
in the hallway or in the dressing room,
45 x 140 x 40 cm | 81934 |
Cupboard DISK, inspired by the
traditional Chinese wedding cabinet,
180 x 120 x 55 cm | 82772 |
Armchair ACAPULCO, the comfortable
classic for indoors and outdoors,
85 x 73 x 78 cm | 83990 |

A friend for life and the focal point for every home:
the large dining table at which you not only eat, but spend time together.
Special table tops made from recycled materials are great eye-catchers.
And thanks to the protective glass plate they are also very easy to clean!
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RECYCLED
WOOD
Table tops with
handcrafted details
attract everyone's eye.
Recycled wood is arranged
into inspiring inspiring
patterns and, with a glass
plate on top, transformed
into a favourite piece
suitable for everyday use.
We love combining
the style with cosy
upholstered chairs, so you
can stay at the table for
a long time and enjoy
the company.

Table KALIF, the table top made
of safety glass seems to float and
reveals an ornate antique-look
door. Each one is unique,
78 x 200 x 90 cm | 81662 |
Bench MODE, upholstered bench
with velvet cover, available in other
colours and as a chair,
88 x 164 x 62 cm | 83020 |
Chair MODE, with or without
armrests, Mode cuts a fine figure
in various colours,
87 x 58 x 67 cm | 82468 |

Table RUSTICO, with a distinctive
surface structure and glass plate for
easy maintenance ,
76 x 200 x 90 cm | 82849 |
Chair THELMA, luxurious seating
comfort with a crumpled look, it can
be both casual and elegant,
82 x 65 x 60 cm | 82243 |
Pendant lamp GOBLET, with chrome
details, combines retro with modern
and offers focussed light,
142 x 115 x 31 cm | 51102 |
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D I NING

Comfortable upholstered chairs
and exceptional tables make
an unbeatable team for
a spectacular dining area.

3
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1. Chair PRINCE, 98 x 53 x 60 cm | 82606 |
2. Table BUG, 76 x 200 x 90 cm | 82556 |
3. Chair MARSHALL , 91 x 57 x 66 cm | 83993 |
4. Chair EAST SIDE, 84 x 48 x 57 cm | 82734 |
5. Table CATANIA, 75 x 90 x 180 cm | 85343 |
6. Chair CATANIA, 84 x 56 x 57 cm | 85940 |
7. Extendable table AMSTERDAM, 76 x 160 x 90 cm | 82725 |

Table GLORIA, a little glamour never hurt anybody. This dining table could also be placed
in a museum as a modern furniture sculpture., 75 x 200 x 100 cm | 81924 |
Chair VIVA, with its understated glamour it adds that certain something to simple, light rooms.
A casually elegant chair with a high cosiness effect, 82 x 46 x 52 cm | 84969 |
Pendant lamp SCALA BALLS, the XL pendant lamp in a glamorous brass look is a star from
many perspectives and illuminates large rooms in an extraordinary way, 138 x 155 x 28 cm | 52513 |
Deco figure BedA, the Siamese fish is beautiful and pugnacious - but quite harmless
in the living room, 37 x 34 x 14 cm | 68024 |
Framed picture MIRROR DOG, amusing portraits of doggy personalities in a high-quality frame
in black with reflecting inner mouldings, 60 x 60 x 5 cm | 51875-8 |
Carpet COZY OCEAN, Viscose carpets are characterised by a velvety, silky soft surface. The open structure of the fibre
shimmers differently, depending on the incidence of light, use and lighting., 200 x 300 cm | 52541 |
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Deco frame FLOWER, the three-dimensional image looks
like a vertical garden in gold, 120 x 120 x 5 cm | 39249 |
Table BOULEVARD, a showpiece with sculptural feet makes an unforgettable impression, 75 x 100 x 200 cm | 83907 |
Chair VIVA, sleek design for the modern dining class,
available in various colours, 82 x 50 x 59 cm | 83929, 30 |
Pendant lamp FIRESTARTER, the modern version
of the classic chandelier, 100 x 24 cm | 67576 |

SCAN ME!
for more
Dining Room Glam
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Table INVITATION, with a brass-coloured tulip base in brushed
stainless steel, many combinations available, 76 x 90 x 90 cm | 85959 |
Chair PRINCESS, with a velvety cover in powder colour
and backrest in shell shape, 82 x 55 x 57 cm | 85513 |

Vjollca Nuridini
KARE KOSOVO

Chair VIVA, this cream-coloured upholstered chair matches many glamorous looks, 82 x 50 x 59 cm | 86066 |
Table MOLEKULAR GOLD, Glass table as a visual highlight for the dining area with clear
ESG glass top and shiny golden base An exceptionally attractive piece of designer furniture
with three ellipses made of lacquered steel as a base, 76 x Ø120 cm | 79621 |
Chair HOJAS, adds retro flair to modern rooms and can be stylishly combined with tables made of wood,
glass or marble, 81 x 52 x 58 cm | 86064 |

"A glamorous dining area
is a great sight for guests.
Gold, glass, marble and
many other high-quality
materials can be used
here. With upholstered
chairs it's also so cosy that
people enjoy sitting
for longer."
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GLAMOUR COLLECTION

Roberta Ruiu, AZG MEDIA

GLORIA

A little glamour never hurt anybody. The statement pieces
of the GLORIA series could also stand as modern furniture sculptures
in a museum. They are impressive with their sophistication and elegant,
slightly eccentric flair. They add a touch of Hollywood appeal to the home.
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top:
Deco object SNAKE, looks
dangerous, but doesn’t bite,
43 x 17 x 17 cm | 51973 |

Table GLORIA, a large glass table with decorative curved golden steel legs
for up to 8 people, a real showpiece for the dining or living room,
75 x 200 x 100 cm | 81543 |
Chair BELLE, the mix of the gold-coloured frame and the upholstery
fabric in velvety cream always adds a touch of elegance to the room,
78 x 57 x 54 cm | 85305 |

top:
Console table GLORIA, a deluxe shiny golden console table with
a glass top and stainless steel sculptural frame The corridor table is a
smart furnishing solution for every entrance and a sparkling gem at the
same time, 82 x 140 x 45 cm | 82379 |
right:
Deco object CHESS, a large chessboard in a metallic look, crowns the
sideboard as a decorative object and encourages brain teasers,
60 x 60 cm | 51529 |
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Milica Taljic
KARE BELGRADE & NOVI SAD

"The Downtown table
is not a classic fourlegged table - fortunately!
Its dynamically shaped
base made of steel and
oak is not only really
attractive, but also
guarantees more legroom.
The solid top made of
oiled oak with its bevelled
edges blends in skilfully.
And it feels great too!"

Table DOWNTOWN, the solid top made of oiled oak has a wonderful feel,
while the steel frame skillfully quotes the modern Scandinavian look,
78 x 220 x 100 cm | 80759 |
Chair CHELSEA, a softly upholstered chair with comfortable armrests not for a fast-food restaurant, because here you will never want to get
up again! 90 x 65 x 60 cm | 83544 |
Chair CHELSEA, your favourite chair with harmonious colouring,
this time without armrests, 90 x 50 x 60 cm | 83545 |
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Chair HOJAS, upholstered chair with retro
flair in two colours, other colours available,
81 x 52 x 58 cm | 85585 |

Table BROOKLYN, the elegant classic in a
natural look made of solid wood,
76 x 175 x 90 cm | 81431 |

Chair ALEXIA, an attention-getter in
pop colours, 61 x 54 x 78 cm | 85677 |

Table SOLO MARBLE, with a glossy black
lacquered tulip base and marble-look top,
Ø 76 x 110 cm | 85002 |

Chair ALEXIA, an attention-getter in
vivid colours, 61 x 54 x 78 cm | 85679 |

Chair NOTTING HILL, a refreshingly flowery
upholstered chair with supreme elegance,
86 x 65 x 64 cm | 86172 |

Table GRANDE POSSIBILITA a magnificent
oval dining table made of the finest materials,
76 x 120 x 180 cm | 85735 |

Chair VIVA, a favourite chair in curry and
featuring a sleek design, 82 x 50 x 59 cm | 86071 |
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1

Dining tables made of wood and
chairs made of natural materials
for pleasant evenings

3

1. Chair AVIGNON, in a velvet cord look with a generous seat,
slightly rounded armrests and a shell shape, 80 x 59 x 61 cm | 80021 |
2. Table BROOKLYN WALNUT, the vivid, individual grain is characteristic
of this type of wood and makes each piece unique, 76 x 175 x 90 cm | 81266 |
3. Chair KO LANTA, with an airy rattan covering, 86 x 45 x 55 cm | 79961 |

4. Chair THINKTANK, perfect seating comfort thanks
to the generous upholstery: making sure that valued
guests stay longer, 85 x 65 x 55 cm | 80674 |
5. Table DULD RANGE, a rustic dining table in a lived-in
style with a special feature: each table leg is individually
designed and shaped, 78 x 220 x 100 cm | 79214 |
6. Chair HONEY MOON, attractively simple - but with
refinements such as the waisted backrest and the
decorative cross-stitching , 87 x 45 x 59 cm | 83590 |

4

5

6

7. Chair RUSTY, a comfortable seat shell with
suggested armrests, upholstered in imitation
leather and enthroned on a delicate base in
black steel, 79 x 55 x 54 cm | 80981 |
8. Table RAILWAY, the lived-in, massively
furrowed tabletop is made from old wooden
planks and the frame from restored railway
tracks. Typical KARE: discarded materials are
given new life in the form of original furniture,
76 x 100 x 210 cm | 75216 |

7
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8

Table RAVELLO, with an elegant bevelled edge: the solid
wood table top is bevelled inwards at the edges, further sizes
available, 76 x 180 x 90 cm | 85140 |
Chair MILA Green, this upholstered chair offers lots of seating
comfort on sturdy, black legs made of powder-coated steel,
88 x 51 x 65 cm | 84713 |
Chair MILA Yellow, stylish and versatile, the upholstered chair
also comes in a version with armrests, 88 x 51 x 65 cm | 84853 |
Pendant lamp STONE, an installation of light, metal and stone.
Looks filigree in spite of its size, 60 x 100 x 27 cm | 60163 |
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SCAN ME!
to discover
more colorful
articles
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cheerful decoration in bright colours
to brighten up the mood
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1. Pendant lamp GLOBO, 150 x 75 x 75 cm | 52954 |
2. Bookends HIPPO, 26 x 19 x 14 cm | 52302 |
3. Cupboard DISK, 180 x 120 x 55 cm | 82772 |
4. Deco figures HAPPY KIDS, 26 x 15 x 13 cm | 61772 |
5. Picture AFRICAN BEAUTY, 100 x 70 cm | 53162 |
6. Wall decoration FLAMINGO, 72 x 27 x 25 cm | 63949 |
7. Chair ALEXIA, 61 x 54 x 78 cm | 85679 |
8. Deco vase PUPPET, 36 x 22 x 19 cm | 52957 |
9. Cushion PARROT LIFE, 45 x 45 cm | 51959 |
10. Vase FATIMA, 38 cm hoch | 53097 |
11. Armchair ACAPULCO, 85 x 73 x 78 cm | 83988 |

THE ICING
ON EVERY CAKE:
THE KARE
GIFTCARD

The individually chargeable card contains all
the fun of furnishing. Whether as a small gift
or as a major start towards furnishing someone’s
first home, the gift card is always appreciatedand makes every home more beautiful!

GIFTCARD
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LET'S GET

THINGS DONE
THE IMPORTANCE OF THE HOME OFFICE HAS INCREASED IN RECENT YEARS.
WE DON'T JUST WANT TO BE PRODUCTIVE HERE, WE ALSO WANT TO FEEL
COMFORTABLE. WHETHER IT'S A SMALL DESK IN A NICHE OR AN ENTIRE OFFICE,
WE HAVE THE RIGHT IDEAS FOR A STYLISH WORKPLACE.
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Desk SOFT SNAKE
WALNUT, with flowing lines
and fine walnut veneer,
76 x 150 x 70 cm | 82993 |
Office swivel chair
PATRON WALNUT, Seventies
office style with leather-look
upholstery,
101 x 67 x 56 cm | 79696 |
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SERIES O SAKA

Desk OSAKA, the perfect desk when you don't want your
home to look like a workplace, 81 x 138 x 60 cm | 83881 |
Office chair LABORA, ergonomic, height-adjustable, rotatable
and above all: simply beautiful! 109 x 59 x 62 cm | 79946 |
Table lamp TUKAN, an exhilarating ray of light on the desk...
and everywhere else, 50 x 28 x 28 cm | 51152 |
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The New Asia Style
brings the world to your
home, with handles
inspired by Japan and
surfaces made of
exquisite ash veneer.
The warm look with brass
details also suits modern
furnishing styles.

Desk POLAR, a glass console table
that not only suits the home office
but can also be easily integrated into
the living area as a desk,
72 x 135 x 65 cm | 85888 |
Chair HUGO, the little black one
for all occasions is a space-saving
solution if the workplace is not to be
immediately recognisable as such,
76 x 51 x 51 cm | 84179 |

Desk RAVELLO, created by furniture
designer Morten Georgsen,
93 x 120 x 83 cm | 85686 |
Chair with armrests MILA,
an ultra-cosy velvet chair,
89 x 60 x 65 cm | 84852 |
Picture PRETTY FLOWER WOMAN,
year-round blossoms in the
workplace, putting you in
a good mood and inspiring you,
120 x 120 cm | 52624 |

SCAN ME!
for more
Office
Inspiration
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top:
Shelf unit CAMPS BAY,
200 x 150 x 35 cm | 83082 |
Desk APIANO, the skilful mix of
form and material makes this desk a
special piece of furniture: The body
is crafted from dark-stained acacia
wood veneer, the filigree base is
made of steel and the top consists of
fine marble, 76 x 90 x 40 cm | 84539 |
Chair HOJAS, 81 x 52 x 58 cm | 85585 |
Carpet COSY, 170 x 240 cm | 52204 |
bottom:
Desk LORENCO, angle combination
in a modern mix of materials, a real
KARE classic slim,
72 x 210 x 180 cm | 71570 |
Office chair DOTTORE, swivel chair
in a modern style with borrowings
from retro design,
78 x 44 x 50 cm | 82892 |
Pendant lamp SCALA, a star from
many perspectives which illuminates
large rooms in an extraordinary way,
138 x 155 x 28 cm | 52511 |
Sideboard MOONSCAPE, with mirror
glass panelling in a mottled grey
antique look, a glass shelf,
shiny silver steel frame and
two shelves behind the four doors,
80 x 156 x 42 cm | 81564 |
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Desk MOONSCAPE, a glamorous
addition to the home office with its
silver stainless steel frame, flamboyantly
mirrored glass surfaces and ring-shaped
handles, 76 x 120 x 60 cm | 81571 |
Office chair DOTTORE, modern styling
with borrowings from retro design,
78 x 44 x 50 cm | 82892 |
Sideboard MOONSCAPE, with a
mottled grey, antique-look mirror glass
covering, 80 x 156 x 42 cm | 81564 |
Picture STATUE, a handsome Florentine
as a large wall decoration for art lovers
with a sense of humour,
100 x 125 cm | 52976 |

Marija Krsteva
KARE SKOPJE

Desk MILANO, stands for exquisite Italian elegance. Perfect proportions, the use of premium materials
and handcrafted production result in a luxury class place to work, 80 x 140 x 58 cm | 85019 |
Chair BOULEVARD, the rounded, continuous arm and backrest
and the pleasant upholstery make this chair so comfortable, 79 x 57 x 57 cm | 84638 |
Table lamp SALOTTO, a refined table lamp with adjustable shade
and details in matt brass, 55 x 52 x 25 cm | 52464 |

"If you can't use
an entire room for
your workplace, it's best
to opt for narrow desks
and chairs that don't
resemble an office chair
at first glance.
Slimmer models offer
similar comfort and
also fit well into the living
room or bedroom."
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Desk COPENHAGEN, the minimalist Scandinavian styling
was created by furniture designer Morten Georgsen,
78 x 130 x 60 cm | 85787 |

Desk CLEAR CLUB, transparent glass table for airy casualness, never gets
in the way and provides a workplace with retro flair, 78 x 125 x 60 cm | 76719 |
Standard lamp FIVE FINGERS, made of black painted steel with five
adjustable light sources, other colours available, 201 x 86 x 85 cm | 51365 |
Chair GRID, an icon of furniture design: a classic shell chair made
of woven steel mesh - all in black, 86 x 48 x 54 cm | 83113 |
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Office chair MAX, a classic swivel armchair for comfortable working hours,
106 x 60 x 75 cm | 85867 | Shelf unit LOFT, an allrounder in a graphic look,
195 x 60 x 30 cm | 85485 | Dresser COPENHAGEN, an unconventional,
airy chest of drawers with three drawers, 80 x 50 x 40 cm | 81903 |

Desk READY TO WORK, with this retro desk work
becomes a pleasure, 100 x 121 x 64 cm | 85505 |
Glass picture KNIGHT COW, 120 x 120 cm | 51866 |
Chair SAN REMO, 79 x 59 x 61 cm | 83315 |
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LOOK
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Our ideas for
fun workplaces
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1. Alarm clock LEVIN, 10 x 12 cm | 85206 |
2. Clock UMBRELLA, Ø 100 cm | 61805 |
3. Shelf unit SNAIL, 74 x 82 x 13 cm | 70755 |
4. Dresser COPENHAGEN, 80 x 50 x 40 cm | 81309 |
5. Table lamp LOUNGY, 38 x 25 x 25 cm | 32203 |
6. Table lamp SALOTTO, 55 x 52 x 25 cm | 82464 |
7. Height-adjustable desk SYMPHONY, 70-120 x 160 x 80 cm | 85230 |
8. Office chair MARISA, 86 x 64 x 63 cm | 86223 |
9. Desk X-FACTORY, 76 x 120 x 60 cm | 80324 |
10. Desk LA GOMERA, 77 x 140 x 60 cm | 85827 |
11. Office chair MARIANNE, 85 x 66 x 59 cm | 86225 |
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COLLECTION MILANO

TI AMO!

Dresser MILANO, an elegant
dresser with four drawers,
manufactured in the tradition of
the finest Italian furniture design,
100 x 80 x 54 cm | 85017 |
Standard lamp TRIPOD PEAR,
a sculptural standard lamp with
glass shade,
160 x 50 x 50 cm | 51318 |
Deco object KING SKULL, sculpture of a skull in antique design
with an elaborate golden headdress, 42 x 34 x 20 cm | 51926 |

This high-end furniture collection stands for exquisite,
Italian elegance. Perfect proportions, the use of premium
materials and handcrafted production result in luxury class furniture.
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Sideboard MILANO, an elegant
sideboard, crafted in the tradition
of the finest Italian furniture
design. Behind the two double
doors there is storage space and
one fixed shelf each,
85 x 180 x 55 cm | 85018 |
Table lamp PEAR FRAME,
a glamorous table lamp with
glass body and gold shimmer,
78 x 30 x 30 cm | 51323 |
Picture Glass TIME TRAVELLER,
a surrealist, artistic motif with
a model that stimulates the
imagination, created behind
glass using a modern technique,
120 x 180 cm | 51871 |

TV Board MILANO, showcase a Milano
sideboard as a statement piece in the
living room, or give your whole apartment
modern, urban Italian flair with several
pieces of furniture from this collection,
55 x 200 x 40 cm | 85016 |
Deco object PEARL, animal-friendly
trophy for a touch of safari flair at home,
availablewith a range of wildlife, e.g. a
rhino, antelope, elephant | 51919, 20, 21 |
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VASE GUIDE

Vase MUSE, a vase shows
your personality! In the form
of a woman's torso with pretty
earrings and floral décolleté,
it is reminiscent of the iconic
painter herself. Like its model,
this decorative object playfully
combines boho style, surrealism
and folklore - a real work of art
with or without a bouquet
of flowers,
34 x 29 x 19 cm | 51541 |

GET TIN G
EVERYTH IN G

TO BLO SSO M!
Make flowers more eye-catching with clever styling.
As the shape and size of the flowers grows with the characteristics
of the vase, we show various possible combinations here.
The diversity of our collection makes it possible to create
the right atmosphere for every room and occasion.
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Feel like some variety?
Individual leaves from a
monstera, dried flowers or branches
give the vase an elegant
and artistic look.

top left:
Vases BRILLAR, strong
contrasts and painstaking
craftsmanship in mouthblown glass, various shapes
and sizes available

VASE KNOWHOW I

top right:
Vases CIERA,
in enamelled steel, ideal
for large-leaf arrangements.
Each one is unique ,
26 x26 x26 cm | 52859 |

In order to present
such a collection in an appealing
way, similar individual blossoms
of the same kind are ideal.

SCAN ME!
to discover
all our
Vases

right:
Vase CRISTALLINO,
either as a soloist or in a
group, it focuses all eyes on
the flowers,
24 cm high | 52859 |
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Large vases
also look
great as
floor vases.
Adorned with
branches or
feathers, the
decoration
lasts almost
forever!

Vase PINEAPPLE, Thanks to its imposing size and robust resin it
is ideal as a floor vase, and also the right vase for exotic blossoms
such as ginger or strelitzia, 50 cm high | 51068 |

Vase POSITANO, everlasting: fancy feathers put the icing
on the cake and are sure to last longer than any bouquet,
21 cm high | 61782 |

Vase LA NOBLE, small flower vase in a design mix of glass and
gold-coloured highlights. It showcases short, full-bodied blossoms
such as peonies, ranunculus and dalias even more beautifully,
19 cm high | 63964 |

Jar ZEBRA, it doesn't always have to be the classic vase! Flowers
look good in any kind of vessel. If there is any doubt about the waterproofness, a water glass inside will help, 19 cm high | 61284 |
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VASE KNOWHOW II
The general rule is:
for a harmonious look, the shape
of the bouquet should take on the
shape and size of the vase. But as
always, exceptions prove the rule
and everything that pleases
is permitted!

Vase CHLOE, coloured glass in shades of green,
26 cm high | 52868 |
Vase CIERA Green, in metal , 29 cm high | 52841 |

Vase CIERA, spherical vase in powder colour, 26 cm high | 52843 |
Vase MARVELOUS DUO, made of coloured glass, 31 cm high | 52265 |
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E
B
D

R O O M
BEDTIME

STORIES
HOW WELL WE SLEEP IS STRONGLY RELATED TO HOW COMFORTABLE
WE FEEL IN OUR BEDROOM. SOFT COLOURS AND HIGH-QUALITY MATERIALS
ARE A GOOD START FOR A BEDROOM WHERE WE CAN FEEL AT REST.
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Bed MILANO, elegant designer double bed made of oak, crafted from
selected materials in the tradition of the finest Italian furniture design,
96 x 188 x 208 cm | 85337 |
Bedside table MILANO, compact but impressive thanks
to the soft-close function of the drawers and height-adjustable feet,
62 x 56 x 45 cm | 85336 |
Clock VISIBLE STICKS, Ø 92 cm | 60973 |
Carpet INCA, 170 x 240 cm | 52063 |
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BEDROOM // BEDS & MORE

Bed EAST SIDE, modern upholstered bed with a textured cover in beige and delicate feet,
as well as brass-coloured details, available in two sizes, e.g. for a 160 cm mattress , 100 x 180 x 217 cm | 84960 |
Side table DOUBLE ICE, with thick, irregular glass tops and a contrasting, filigree frame finished in brass, 50 x 30 x 30 cm | 81154 |
Table lamp SOLO BRASS, in the Art Déco style with a marble base, 55 x 22 x 22 cm | 52449 |
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Mirror CURVE, unadorned elegance and gentle curves, available in several colours and shapes, 200 x 70 x 5 cm | 82713 |
Standard lamp SOLO BRASS, a real treasure with brass-coloured shine, 158 x 30 x 30 cm | 52450 |
Armchair LA VIDA, the refined structure of the velvet upholstery and the elegant design in the art deco look
are an enhancement for the living room, bedroom and the lounge area, 74 x 76 x 80 cm | 82674 |

SCAN ME!
for more
bedroom
inspiration
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BEDROOM // BEDS & MORE

Bed DESIRE, looks extremely modern in spite of its classic shape: the velvet upholstery
in trendy rosé gives it a casually sophisticated design twist, 100 x 177 x 228 cm | 83432 |
Mirror CURVE, whether in portrait or landscape format, the classic mirror
with its brass-coloured frame always looks impeccable , 120 x 80 cm | 83190 |
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top:
Bed RAVELLO, made of solid sheesham wood with
a touch of the Midcentury look, available for different
mattress sizes to match the bed | 85517 |
Bedside table RAVELLO, from the design
cooperation with Morten Georgsen ,
40 x 50 x 50 cm | 85465 |

bottom:
Bed LUNA, with an airy look and the comfort of a
box spring bed, available in different sizes | 85939 |
Framed picture IRIS, 103 x 153 cm | 53047 |
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BEDROOM // BEDS & MORE

Bed MUSKAT, with decorative engraved ornamentation in gold, available in various sizes | 85339 |
Side table PLATEAU, 53 x Ø 45 cm | 83466 | Cushion JUNGLE FEVER, 45 x 45 cm | 51962 | Table lamp YUVA GOLD, 76 x 44 x 25 cm | 52884 |
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top:
Bed TIVOLI, a modern and comfortable
upholstered bed with a spacious, rounded
headboard, with textured fabric in an
elegant shade of dark green, (for 160 cm
mattress), 105 x 170 x 215 cm | 80010 |
Bedside table MUSKAT, a handmade,
small dresser made of solid mango wood
with engraved, oriental gold ornaments
and two drawers,
42 x 52 x 34 cm | 84922 |
Dresser MUSKAT, inspired by the
Midcentury, with five drawers
and intricately carved decorations,
80 x 60 x 40 cm | 83487 |

Deco frame GOLD FLOWER,
a three-dimensional work of art made of
gold-coloured blossoms in a plexiglass
frame, 60 x 60 cm | 51626 |
Standing mirror CURVE, a large,
oval mirror with an elegant,
brass-coated round base and frame,
170 x 40 x 40 cm | 82969 |
right:
Cabinet MUSKAT, looks like a find from
an antique dealer and immediately
conquers the hearts of all retro lovers,
118 x 115 x 54 cm | 84921 |
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BEDROOM // BEDS & MORE

Bed PURO, a charming bed in light
solid wood for nature lovers, with
lovingly carved decorations,
76 x 169 x 218 cm | 81955 |
Cupboard PURO, outside Ibiza flair,
inside storage space with shelves on
one side, as well as a clothes rail
on the other,
190 x 100 x 58 cm | 81987 |

Bed CITY SPIRIT, for a wonderful
night’s sleep - as in a boutique hotel,
but for every day! Available in two
sizes and lots of colours, as well as a
box spring version, e.g. for a 160 cm
mattress., 153 x 192 x 221 cm | 78482 |
Cupboard SHANTI, with stained decorative trims inspired by India's craft
tradition. Each one is unique,
180 x 85 x 45 cm | 79764 |
Mirror SUN STORM, impresses with
the refined and elegant design of the
frame, also great as an arrangement
of several mirrors,
Ø 93cm | 82063 |
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BOUTIQUE HOTEL

STYLE

6

With an ultra-comfortable box spring bed
and romantic furnishing accessories

5

4

7

8
1. Cushion BLUSH ROSES, 45 x 45 cm | 51961 |
2. Framed picture FLOWER LADY, 152 x 117 cm | 51534 |
3. LED table lamp BIRDS, 52 x 35 x 25 cm | 39470 |
4. Cupboard FLEUR, 140 x 76 x 30 cm | 82780 |
5. Bed BENITO, Liegefläche 160 x 200 cm | 86094 |
6. Bedside table ALHAMBRA, 65 x 59 x 38 cm | 80829 |
7. Side table LEAFLINE, 63 x 42 x 42 cm | 86122 |
8. Bench WING ROSE, 54 x 100 x 30 cm | 83983 |
9. Bedside table LUXURY, 50 x 49 x 41 cm | 82229 |
10. Wardrobe trunk COSMOPOLITAN CROCO, 145 x 62.8 x 56 cm | 73934 |

9
10
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ACCESSORIES //CARPETS

ACCESSORIES

Carpet COSY OCEAN, this shimmering viscose carpet changes from
light to dark, depending on how the light falls, 170 x 240 cm | 52203 |

CA R PE TS

The most irresistible treasures for the floor, either
understatedor as an eye-catching statement piece:
why not give your room an update once more!
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SCAN ME!
to discover
all our carpets
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1. Carpet WATCHING, 170 x 240 cm | 53028 |
2. Carpet BEAUTY POP, 170 x 240 cm | 52059 |
3. Carpet ORNAMENTO ANTHRAZIT, 170 x 240 cm | 52200 |
4. Carpet TRIANGLE GREY, 170 x 240 cm | 52240 |
5. Carpet PUZZLE, 170 x 240 cm | 53026 |
6. Carpet IZMIR, 170 x 240 cm | 53031 |

5

7. Carpet BRICK GREEN, 170 x 240 cm | 30003 |
8. Carpet TIERRA, 170 x 240 cm | 53020 |
9. Carpet KELIM ORNAMENT TURQUOISE, 170 x 240 cm | 60192 |
10. Carpet GLIMMER GREEN, 170 x 240 cm | 53242 |
11. Carpet KELIM ORNAMENT POWDER, 170 x 240 cm | 61328 |
12. Carpet ABSTRACT LIGHT BLUE, 170 x 240 cm | 61332 |
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STORAGE // HANDCRAFTED DRESSERS & SIDEBOARDS

WITH LOVE

HANDMADE
Sideboard GOLD VEIN,
pure elegance with solid wood
body, shiny golden metal inlays
and delicate, spherical knobs,
82 x 145 x 45 cm | 84384 |
Mirror PIECES, the abstract
design lends your home
exclusive and artistic flair,
ø 100 cm | 85900 |

Sustainability also includes the lifespan
of a piece of furniture. Handcrafted unique pieces from
centuries-old traditions provide you with a favourite piece
for life that will outlast any trend.
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METAL
FITTINGS
In order to create
the shiny, relief-like
patterns on
surfaces, all sides
(except the back) are
plated with metal,
which is coated
with brass.
This craftsmanship
produces wonderful
structures
and patterns; in
combination with
the golden colour, it
makes both this piece
of furniture and the
whole room shine.

Sideboard ILLUMINO, the superstar among our sideboards - enchants every room with the magic of a sunrise, 80 x 160 x 40 cm | 84704 |
Picture INCOGNITO LADY, a piece of art for the gallery at home with selected materials: acrylic paint on canvas canvas,
with a solid wooden frame in antique style, 100 x 80 cm | 51467 | Picture INCOGNITO BARONESS, expressive wall decoration: a hand-painted
image in portrait format with a noble lady and artistic highlight in gold, 100 x 80 cm | 51466 |

Sideboard MARRAKESH, covered by hand with wafer-thin metal foil, the patterns are punched into the metal by hand with a stamp.
Metal-covered furniture is a discovery from the magnificent palaces in Rajastan, 80 x 160 x 40 cm | 86151 | Table lamp BASKET, with an
ornate base made of hand-painted seaweed and ornate wickerwork, a real unique specimen, 73 x 28 x 28 cm | 52795 |
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INLAYS
The skilful technique
of creating patterns
from individual
elements has a
centuries-old
tradition in many
cultures. Even today
these pieces are very
special attentiongetters.

Highboard ELECTRO, visually crowns the living room interior, and signals that this is a place where the lifestyle is upscale.
Due to the handmade production and the use of natural materials, each model may show deviations from the illustration,
a sign of genuine craftsmanship, 140 x 100 x 40 cm | 83868 |

Sideboard ZEBRA, the exclusive ZEBRA sideboard with handcrafted doors, fittings and forged steel frame celebrates eccentricity,
80 x 160 x 40 cm | 86150 | Deco frame FARFALLA, this colourful swarm of exotic, colourful butterflies forms a highly aesthetic work
of art in this spectacular showcase, 120 x 120 cm | 51628 |
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TERRAZZO
Originally a floor
covering, today we
find furniture and
accessories in this
colourful mix of
materials. Whether
glass, mosaic stones
or tiles, cast in cement they produce
a patterned surface
that creates a real
focal point
in the interior.

Sideboard TERRAZZO, a masterpiece of design: a large sideboard with a steel body and fronts manufactured with genuine terrazzo workmanship, 77 x 183 x 41 cm | 85152 | Deco object CRANE, life-size crane figure in shiny gold, 102 x 41 x 29 cm | 51947 | Pendant lamp PEAR, this
pendant lamp celebrates the light bulb with excellent design, warm light and a touch of luxury, 160 x 50 x 50 cm | 51321 | Vase BODY PARTS 37,
it plays with naked facts and does so in the surrealist style. For bold decoration fans who want to put the finishing touch to their style at home,
37 x 25 x 24 cm | 52354 | BODY PARTS 25, 25 x 21 x 20 cm | 52355 | Carpet GLORIOUS, sewn in a modern pixel look from many small pieces of
hide - a beautiful focal point for the living room, 170 x 240 cm | 52013 |

Sideboard BAZAR, this solid wood sideboard in the antique style with its many colourful patterned tiles is a real individualist,
90 x 150 x 40 cm | 83889 | Table lamp AGATHE, a handmade ceramic base in tones of blue with shade made of linen, 57 x 39 x 12 cm | 52801 |
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SCAN ME!
to discover
more handmade
one of a kinds

HIDE
CARPETS
Carpets made of
real hide are perfect
for the dining area,
as they don’t
mind the occasional
spill and are easy
to wipe clean.

Sideboard AFRA, an elegant sideboard featuring mango wood, which gives the living room a distinctive flair with its brass banding and a 3-D
pattern on the fronts. This is where retro chic meets the excellent craftsmanship of the mosaic made of natural materials - each piece is unique,
75 x 170 x 40 cm | 84892 | Carpet MODERN INCA, just be bold: This handcrafted statement carpet made of real natural hide will elevate the
room to style heaven! 170x240 cm | 52063 |

Sideboard SARAGOSSA, first carpenters mill the pattern and the indentations for the inlays from green malachite stones.
The finish consists of gold-coloured metal foil, which is worked onto the surface like a coating, 80 x 150 x 40 cm | 86153 |
Side table ICELINE, with an unusual top made of thick, clear glass - handcrafted! 45 x 43 x 33 cm | 86118 |
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RECYCLED
WOOD
Its past life gives it a
very special charm.
The rough wood
looks great as a
contrast to modern
furnishing styles.
The material and the
handcrafting
guarantee absolutely
unique pieces, as no
two look the same.

Console table RUSTICO, the designs of the Rustico furniture series are unique handcrafted pieces that stand out due to the exciting contrast of
recycled solid wood and shiny stainless steel , 80 x 180 x 46 cm | 84372 |

Sideboard KALIF, three classic materials create an unusual dresser: black steel runners support the solid body of mango wood with decorative handmade
carvings. Above it floats a protective top plate made of safety glass, 70 x 160 x 40 cm | 84885 | Table lamp WATERFLOW, an elaborate handmade ceramic
base with a multifaceted glaze and linen shade, 79 x 23 x 23 cm | 52797 |
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WILD ABOUT
DESIGN
FOR 40 YEARS
Celebrate our birthday and
lots of great offers with us!
In our shops or online.
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Scan me
for more!
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"BECAUSE THE
APARTMENT
CONTAINS SO
MANY MEMORIES,
IT’S LIKEA NEST.
IT ISN’T A SHOWPIECE BUT MY HOME,
IT’S WHERE
MY SOUL IS."

AT HOME WITH JÜRGEN REITER

PUNK BAROQUE
An invitation to visit Jürgen Reiter, co-founder and CEO of KARE. On the occasion
of the 40th anniversary of the company, the Munich resident is opening the doors to his
realm full of art and objects with their own history. He tells us what is important when
it comes to furnishing, where his favorite decorative pieces come from,
and shows us where he can best relax and be inspired.

"THE THREAD THAT RUNS THROUGH
MY APARTMENT IS ITS WEALTH OF MEMENTOS
FROM MANY JOURNEYS. THERE WERE TIMES
WHEN I WAS TRAVELLING 200 DAYS A YEAR."

JÜRGEN REITER,
CEO KARE DESIGN
The head designer shows us his colourful apartment
in an old building in Munich's Lehel district. It is his place
of retreat, with plenty of space for inspiration. Here we find
souvenirs from all around the world, art and comics, as well
as classics with a history.

"LESS IS MORE?
LIFE’S TOO SHORT
FOR MINIMALISM. MORE IS MORE,
IN DECORATING ANYWAY."
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KARE MAGAZINE // HOME STORY

"AN OBJECT MUST
TELL A STORY AND
NOT JUST BE
A GENERAL FIT."
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“I HAVE
PUT DOWN
ROOTS HERE
AND IT’S WHERE
I FEEL GOOD."
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KARE MAGAZINE // HOME STORY

“OFTEN WE FIND
FASCINATING
OBJECTS AND
THEN LOOK FOR
CONCEPTS WHICH
WILL BE A MATCH,
CREATING THEM
AND FURNISHING
A ROOM AROUND
THEM."
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SUMPTUOUSNESS MEETS

POP ART

9

Jürgen Reiter’s favourites
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SCAN ME!
for the
complete
homestory
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1. Pendant lamp MORTICIA, 174 x 116 x 116 cm | 53154 |
2. Deco object TORSO, 125 x 63 x 35 cm | 51457 |
3. Sideboard ZEBRA, 80 x 160 x 40 cm | 86150 |
4. Deco vase PUPPET, 36 x 21 x 21 cm | 52958 |
5. Deco object ATHLETIC, 33 x 27 x 22 cm | 53252 |
6. Cushion FACE, 40 x 40 cm | 53148, 53149 |
7. Armchair FIRO, 87 x 73 x 98 cm | 85986 |
8. Deco object GLOBUS, 28 x 23 x 20 cm | 36166 |
9. Jar ZEBRA DUO, 30 x 18 x 18 cm | 53100 |
10. Deco figure SITTING DOG, 80 x 45 x 66 cm | 52484 |
11. Armchair METROPOL, 74 x 134 x 117 cm | 85968 |
12. Bench LOFTY, 55 x 103 x 40 cm | 53164 | 80921
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1

WE LOVE ALL

SHAPES

2

Furniture and decorations
in organic shapes are in vogue.
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9

1. Glass picture ABSTRACT ART, 80 x 120 cm | 53607 |
2. Mirror RILEY, 150 x 98 cm | 86101 |
3. Carpet STRIPES, 150 x 240 cm | 52737 |
4. Armchair BERAT, 93 x 75 x 88 cm | 85987 |
5. Coffee table PEBBLE, 47 x 122 x 96 cm | 85126 |
6. Vase BODY PARTS, 37 x 25 x 24 cm | 52354 |
7. Vase SKITTLE, 49 x 14 x 13 cm | 52862 |
8. Chair OLINA, 77 x 59 x 56 cm | 86193 |
9. Table VOLCANO, 76 x Ø120 cm | 85700 |
10. Stool SANDWICH, 40 x Ø45 cm | 84964 |

SCAN ME!
to discover
more shaped
items
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11. Coffee table VISIBLE AMBER, 42 x 48 x 38 cm | 84988 |
12. Pendant lamp ATOMIC BALLS, 130 x 74 x 74 cm | 53394 |
13. Vase ROSIE, 36 x 20 x 20 cm | 52857 |
14. Carpet CUBIC CREME, 170 x 240 cm | 53466 |
15. Table lamp ROMY, 48 x 30 x 30 cm | 53355 |
16. Clock BIG DROP, 127 x 92 cm | 53519 |
17. Armchair SUNWELL, 86 x 75 x 87 cm | 86012 |
18. Coffee table/TV Board LOUNGE, 40 x 70 x 42 cm | 86004 |
19. Armchair RICKY, 77 x 56 x 55 cm | 86166 |

18
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FACE
LIFT

1

Deco that shows its face - an interior trend that has already moved
in with us. Whether abstract form or popular line art,
home accessories with a face motif are here to stay.
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SCAN ME!
for more
decoration items
with faces
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1. Canvas picture FACES, 100 x 70 cm | 53164 |
2. Table lamp FACE WIRE, 69 x 35 x 35 cm | 52452 |
3. Deco planter DAVID, 58 x 35 x 35 cm | 51896 |
4. Vases CARAS, ab 23 cm | 53261, 53262 |
5. Vase ART FACE COLORE, 38 x 16 cm | 51687 |
6. Vase FACE POT, 30 x 23 x 16 cm | 51689 |
7. Deco vase HAPPY FACE, 43 x 21 x 17 cm | 52956 |
8. Vase ART FACE COLORE, 33 x 13 x 13 cm | 51685 |
9. Cushion ARTISTIC FACES, 45 x 45 cm | 52934 |
10. Vases CABEZA, ab 40 cm | 52855, 52856 |
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WILD ABOUT
DESIGN
FOR 40 YEARS
Celebrate our birthday and
lots of great offers with us!
In our shops or online.

Scan me
for more!
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KARE MAGAZINE // BAR

FOR MOMENTS OF LUXURY IN YOUR HOME

CLASSY

instagram.com/bustylush

Bar LADY ROCK,
Retro-look home bar in
mustard yellow with lots of
storage space - and style!
With plenty of room:
five compartments for
cocktail glasses and mixing
utensils, plus bottle holders.
The gold-coloured, velvety
cover and the gleaming
hand and foot rails evoke the
sophisticated elegance of
a grand hotel - matching
stools available.,
104 x 120x 48 cm | 84407 |

Bring your favourite bar home and look forward to an aperitif,
a cocktail or a nightcap in the comfort of your own four walls.
The best bar in town? Your own, of course!
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clockwise from top left:
Bar cabinet LUXURY, mirrored all around on the outside, perfectly divided inside for lots of glasses, bottles and accessories, 80 x 66 x 45 cm | 85771 |
Bar cabinet MILANO, a spacious cabinet made of fine materials with plenty of room for bar equipment, 113 x 190 x 45 cm | 85334 |
Bar cabinet OSAKA, an elegant storage miracle with extraordinarily beautiful details: metal surround and rod fittings, 92 x 107 x 49 cm | 85407 |
Bar cabinet QUEEN, a refined and infinitely smart solution for storing bottles, glasses and cocktail utensils, 147 x 92 x 46 cm | 85705 |
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KARE MAGAZINE // BAR

Anamarija Petranovic
KARE CROATIA

Especially when space is at
a premium, we love smart furniture
that can transform itself. The shelf
unit that becomes a bar is simply
ingenious! And at the same time it
can also serve as a bistro table.
Or combined with bar stools as a
dining area. And when this versatile
furniture also looks so stylish, it really
doesn't need to be hidden away.
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Bar shelf unit VINOTECA, intelligently designed bar
shelving in the industrial style made of steel
and solid wood with real flair. Simply fold out the
table, cheers! 201 x 80 x 34 cm | 85096 |
Console table MOTORBIKE, perfect as a home bar.
You don't need to be an Easy Rider to enjoy an
after-work drink here, 90 x 180 x 43 cm | 84538 |
Bar stool CHEERIO, cosy bar stool with
an extra portion of style, comfortable thanks
to the footrest and round backrest,
100 x 53 x 48 cm | 83642 |
Framed picture ROCK COVER, legendary band
logo from the Seventies on art paper behind glass,
frame in a dark metallic shade,
123 x 88 cm | 51855 |
Pendant lamp CONCRETE, the popular classic in a
dark colour scheme. With shades made of concrete
and suspension made of beech,
120 x 120 x 15 cm | 52307 |

SCAN ME!
for more
bars

clockwise from top left:
Bar trolley FENJA, with lockable castors and an extra basket for magazines and more, 75 x 68 x 33 cm | 85809 |
Serving trolley EMILIA, gold and mirrored shelves radiate casual Hollywood glamour, 78 x 57 x 48 cm | 85801 |
Serving trolley JOSY, in a cool mix of materials: acrylic glass with gold-coloured highlights, 80 x 85 x 45 cm | 85675 |
Serving trolley PYRAMIDS, in a flamboyant Art Déco style in black and gold, 79 x 65 x 36 cm | 85802 |
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ACCESSORIES // LIGHTING

ACCESSORIES

LIGHTING

clockwise from top left:
Pendant lamp CAPELLO, geometric shapes and glare-free light, 59 x 80 x 80 cm | 60047 |
Pendant lamp CLOUDS, with handmade glass nuggets, 62 x 102 x 28 cm | 60669 |
Pendant lamp MOLECULES, like a modern chandelier, 51 x 102 x 70 cm | 52779 |
Pendant lamp LIGHTHOUSE, industrial design in perfection, 72 x 109 x 109 cm | 38891 |
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1. Pendant lamp PARECCHI, a classic in the
Scandinavian style, 160 x 107 x 30 cm | 35777 |
2. Pendant lamp CONCRETE DINING, with
three concrete shades, 120 x 120 x 15 cm | 38802 |
3. Pendant lamp SCALA, perfect for above the
dining table, 138 x 155 x 28 cm | 52511 |
4. Table lamp GIRAFFE, an eye-catcher
rich in detail, 71 x 30 x 32 cm | 52703 |
5. Standard lamp FLEXIBLE, in a fashionable
wave shape, 163 x 40 x 35 cm | 36193 |
6. Standard lamp SCULTRA, made of naturally
grown wood, 158 x 55 x 55 cm | 34925 |
7. Table lamp ROSES, opulence for romantics,
59 x 34 x 34 cm | 33215 |
8. Table lamp YUNA, with contrasting
base, 44 x 15 x 40 cm | 53014 |
9. Table lamp ANIMAL FROG, a frog
with real charm, 58 x 23 x 29 cm | 61600 |
10. Standard lamp BAGHEERA, the friendly
big cat lights up the room,
40 x 27 x 85 cm | 53131 |
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ACCESSORIES // LIGHTING

clockwise from top left:
Pendant lamp GLOBES, made of milky white glass, 130 x 71 x 71 cm | 53151 |
Pendant lamp LEISHA, with a high-quality brass finish and three shades made of coloured glass, 100 x 48 x 48 cm | 53156 |
Pendant lamp HEAVENLY, perfect for round dining tables, 150 x 70 x 70 cm | 52953 |
Table lamp LOUNGY, provides warm, atmospheric light, 38 x 25 x 25 cm | 32213 |
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SCAN ME!
for more
lights
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1. Pendant lamp SCALA, 138 x 155 x 28 cm | 52512 |
2. Pendant lamp MONTE CARLO, 116 x 115 x 35 cm | 60166 |
3. Pendant lamp SATURN LED, 150 x 75 x 75 cm | 60715 |
4. Wall lamp DISC, 110 x 185 x 14 cm | 52524 |
5. Standard lamp FIVE FINGERS, 215 x 108 x 85 cm | 60631 |
6. Standard lamp BELLO SETTE, 162 x 42 x 43 cm | 61399 |
7. Table lamp DOUGH, 38 x 25 x 25 cm | 53349 |
8. Table lamp ANIMAL RABBIT, 68 x 23 x 26 cm | 61598 |
9. Standard lamp MAJA, 164 x 28 x 13 cm | 53340 |
10. Table lamp GOBLET, 35 x 27 x 27 cm | 67666 |
11. Table lamp MAMO, 41 x 30 x 30 cm | 67863 |
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ACCESSORIES // WALL DECORATIONS

ACCESSORIES

WALL DÉCO
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Katarina Milicevic
KARE BELGRADE & NOVI SAD

"Pictures with flowers are
in vogue. With an XL picture
you can transform a large
bare wall into an attractive
attention-getter in no time.
Pictures on canvas and glass
pictures also visually crown
furniture such as sofas, chests of
drawers, sideboards or the bed.
Including fittings for easy
hanging. Discover many
more and especially unusual
motifs at KARE online."

left: Glass picture FLOWERY SHOULDER VIEW,
100 x 150 cm | 53076 |
right: Glass picture BUNCH OF FLOWERS,
100 x 150 cm | 53077 |
Recamiere WONDER, perfectly shaped
daybed with fashionable bouclé cover,
87 x 252 x 108 cm | 85997 |
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ACCESSORIES // WALL DECORATIONS

Bed EAST SIDE, 100 x 180 x 217 cm | 84960 |
Standard lamp FIVE FINGERS, 215 x 85 x 108 cm | 52494 |
right: Glass picture FLOWERY BEAUTY, 80 x 120 cm | 53075 |
left: Glass picture MOTHER OF DOVES, 80 x 120 cm | 53062 |
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clockwise from top left:
Picture object ART CIRCLE GOLD, 120 x 120 cm | 52766 |
Framed picture STATUE, 100 x 125 cm | 52976 |
Wall object GOLDEN SNAIL, 120 x 120 cm | 83576 |
Glass picture BEAUTY LADY, 120 x 150 cm | 51871 |

SCAN ME!
for more
wall decoration
articles
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ACCESSORIES // MIRRORS

ACCESSORIES

MIRRORS

SCAN ME!
to discover
more mirrors

Console table with mirror CURVE, elegant metal mirrored console table that looks chic in a very understated
way with its matte gold tone and fine Art Déco design, 153 x 70 x 32 cm | 84839 |
Standing mirror CURVE, large and oval with a classy, brass-coated round base and frame, 170 x 40 x 40 cm | 82969 |
Standard lamp TRIPOD PEAR, a sculptural floor lamp with glass shade
on three shimmering gold legs, 160 x 50 x 50 cm | 51318 |
Armchair PARADISE, a patterned cocktail armchair with dainty gold-coloured frame and legs
and comfortably upholstered, full-length arm and backrests, 73 x 76 x 68 cm | 85057 |
Carpet COSTA, softly shimmering in golden yellow, with graphic woven pattern, 170 x 240 cm | 52273 |
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clockwise from top left:
Mirror OMBRA, Ø 60 cm | 85476 |
Mirror GÖTEBORG, 90 x 93 cm | 80908 |
Mirror OMBRA, 120 x 60 cm | 82856 |
XXL mirror OMBRA, 200 x 80 cm | 82855 |
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MORE THAN
JUST A LITTLE
COLOUR ON
THE WALL

KARE’S
FURNISHING
CONSULTANCY
FROM COLOUR &
DECORATION ADVICE
TO COMPLETE PLANNING
Let a professional plan your interior.
Make an appointment online
or in the KARE store now!

»When it comes to your
furnishing dreams
we've got the right ideas.«
Cordula,
KARE furnishing expert
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WILD ABOUT DESIGN
FOR 40 YEARS

